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Characterizations of Designs 
Constructed from Affine and Projective Spaces 
CHRISTIANE LEFEVRE-PERCSY 
The design Pn_ 1(n, q) of points and hyperplanes of the projective space PG(n, q) may be 
considered as a "completion" of the design An-l(n, q) of points and hyperplanes of the affine space 
AG(n, q). We obtain some characterizations of Pn_ 1(n, q) as a "completion" of An_1(n, q). 
Moreover, we give direct characterizations of the designs P,(n, q) and A,(n, q) of points and 
!-dimensional subspaces of PG(n, q) and AG(n, q) respectively. 
1. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATIONS 
In this paper, S = (9J, £!1J) is an incidence structure, without repeated block. Hence, each 
block BE £!lJ may be considered as a set of points of '!J. Let v = I'!JI. If Sis a 1-design, let k 
be the cardinality of any block and let r be the number of blocks through any point. If S is a 
2-design, let A be the number of blocks through any two points. 
A line of a 2-design Sis the intersection of all blocks through any two distinct points of S. 
Then, the points of S together with the lines of S constitute a linear space and every line 
of Sis determined by any two of its points. We denote by ab the line through the points a 
and b. 
A plane of a 2-design Sis the intersection of all blocks through any three non-collinear 
points of S. In general, it may happen that one plane is a proper subset of another. To avoid 
such a situation, we follow [2] and define a design to be smooth if any three non-collinear 
points are contained in equally many blocks. Then the unique plane through the three 
non-collinear points a, b, c is denoted by abc. 
S = ('!J, £!1J) is a completion of S 1 = ('!J 1, £!1J 1)* if '!J = '!J 1 u '!Joo, where '!Joo is some set of 
"new" points, called points at infinity and if every block B E £!lJ is either the set '!J oo itself 
('!Joo is called the block at infinity) or a union B 1 u B :X,, for B 1 E £!lJ 1 and B :X, c '!J oo (then, we 
say that B 1 is completed by B:.O into the block B of S). Consider the set of points '!Joo 
together with the subsets B:.O; this incidence structure will be called the incidence structure 
at infinity of S and will be denoted by Soo. 
Let N be the (0, 1)-incidence matrix of S. We shall denote improperly by rkPS, the rank 
of N over GF(p). 
Let P,(n, q), with 1 :;o; t :;o; n -1, be the design of points and t-dimensional subspaces of 
the projective space PG(n, q), having dimension n and order q = pm. If we put o<i) = 
qi +qi-t + · · · + 1, its parameters are the following: 
t-1 q"-i -1 t-2 qn-l-i -1 
rp = n i+l 1' Ap=n i+l 
i=O q - i=O q - 1 
Let A 1(n, q ), with 1 :;o; t :;o; n -1, be the design of points and t-dimensional subspaces of 
the affine space AG(n, q), having dimension n and order q =prn. Its parameters are the 
following: 
* In Dembowski's terminology, S' is embedded in S. 
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2. RESULTS 
In [6], Hamada shows that a completionS of the design An-1(n, q) is isomorphic with 
Pn_ 1(n, q), if the following conditions hold: 
(i) the incidence structure at infinity Soo of Sis isomorphic with Pn_2 (n -1, q)*; 
(ii) rkvS=rkpAn-1(n,q)+l. 
The proof of this theorem is essentially algebraic. 
In this paper, we prove the same result without needing condition (i). We use geometric 
arguments and a geometric interpretations of a lemma of Hamada's paper [5]. t 
THEOREM 1. Let S be a 2-design, completion of An-1(n, q). If rkvS = rkvAn-1 
(n, q) +1; then Sis isomorphic with Pn- 1(n, q ). 
We conjecture that Hamada's lemma is still valid when Sis a 1-design. If this is true, our 
proof show that Theorem 1 holds also for 1-designs. 
The hypothesis on the rank of S is fundamental in the preceding theorem. Indeed, there 
exist completions of An_1(n, q) which are not isomorphic with Pn_ 1(n, q) (see for instance 
[2, p. 113]). Now, it is easy to see that each of these examples admits lines of two points. We 
can prove that the non-existence of such lines characterizes the completions of An-1(n, q) 
which are isomorphic with Pn- 1(n, q). In fact, the characterization does not require the 
affine structure of An_1 (n, q), but only some of its combinatorial properties. 
THEOREM 2. LetS' be a 2-design whose parameters are given by (b) and suppose every 
line of S' has at least q points (q is not necessarily a prime power). LetS be a 2-design, 
completion ofS'. If S has no line oftwo points, then Sis isomorphic with Pn_1(n, q). And so S' 
is isomorphic to An-1(n, q). 
Two known results of Dembowski-Wagner [3] (see also [2, 2.1.19 and 22]) give rise to 
the following characterization of Pn- 1(n, q): 
THEOREM 3. LetS be a 2-design whose parameters are given by (a), where t = n -1 (q is 
not necessarily a prime power). If every line ofS has at least q + 1 points, then Sis isomorphic 
with Pn-1(n, q). 
Theorem 3 has inspired the following characterizations of P,(n, q) and A,(n, q). 
THEOREM 4. LetS be a 2-design whose parameters are given by (a) (t ~ 2, q ~ 4 but q is 
not necessarily a prime power). If every line of S has at least q + 1 points and if Sis smooth, 
then Sis isomorphic with P,(n, q).:J: 
THEOREM 5. LetS be a 2-design whose parameters are given by (b) (t ~ 2, q ~ 4 but q is 
not necessarily a prime power). If every line ofS has at least q points and ifSis smooth, then S 
is isomorphic with A,(n, q). 
THEOREM 6. LetS be a 2-design whose parameters are given by (b), where t = n -1 and 
q > 2 (q is not necessarily a prime power). If every line ofS has exactly q points and ifany two 
intersecting blocks of S intersect in the same number of points, then S is isomorphic with 
An-1(n, q). 
* In [6], this condition is expressed in terms of incidence matrices. It is easy to verify the equivalence of the two 
formulations. 
t Hamada has informed me that he had been able independently to adapt his proof in such a way that condition 
(i) becomes useless. 
:j: Let us note that, fort= n -1, the assumption "every line of S has at least q + 1 points" is redundant (see [2, 
2.1.22]). 
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3. PROOFS 
3.1. We first establish a lemma which will be used in the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. 
LEMMA 1. LetS' be a 1-design (resp. 2-design) whose parameters are VA, kA, r A (resp. 
AA) given in (b) and letS be a 1-design (resp. 2-design), completion of S'. Then, the 
parameters v, k, r (resp. A) of S are given by (a). 
PROOF. We putS'=(~', flc1') and S = (~, flc1) with~=~· u ~co· AsS is a completion 
of S', I~col= k. Hence v =VA+ k = qn + k. Furthermore, the number r of blocks of S 
through any point must be same as for S'. Hence r = o<n-ll. Consequently, the 
number of blocks of S is equal to (qn + k)Q1"-1l I k. But, as S is obtained from S' by 
adding just one block, this number is also equal to o<nl. Then, the equality of these two 
values give rise to a linear equation ink, whose solution is k = o<n-o. Hence, Lemma 1 is 
proved (also for 2-designs!). 
3.2. We are now able to prove Theorem 2. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let S' = (~', flc1') and S = (~, £!1J) with ~ = ~~ u ~co. First 
notice that, by the definition of S, every line L of S has at most one point in~00 , unless L is 
contained in ~co· But the cardinality of Lis assumed to be greater than 2. Hence, if Lis not 
contained in~co, L has at least two points in~·. Consequently, every line of S, that is not in 
~co, is the union of a line of S' together with 0 or 1 point of ~co· Now consider all lines of S 
through a point a E ~·. We just saw that their number is equal to the number of lines of S' 
through a. Since the lines of S' have at least q points, there are at most o<n-1l lines through 
a. But the o<n-1l points b of ~co determine Q(n-1l distinct lines ab inS. Hence, there are 
exactly Q(n-1) lines of S through a and they coincide with the lines ab, for bE ~00 • 
Consequently, every line of S through a meets the block ~co. As a is arbitrarily chosen in 
~·, we have thus proved that every line of S meets the block ~co of S. Then, using 
Dembowski-Wagner-Kantor's theorem [7], we can conclude that S is isomorphic with 
Pn-1(n, q). 
3.3. The proof of Theorem 1 needs the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. LetS be a completion of any incidence structureS'. Then rkpS;;;: rkpS' +1. 
PROOF. Let N be the incidence matrix of Sand N' its subm:atrix corresponding to the 
points and blocks of S'. Since Sis a completion of S', N is obtained from N' by adding 
some rows corresponding to points at infinity of S (we call these rows, rows at infinity) and 
exactly one column Coo corresponding to the block at infinity of S (so the elements of c are 1 
or 0 according as they correspond to a point at infinity or not); Coo is called column at 
infinity. Now consider a basis {c;} of the vector space on GF(p) generated by the columns 
of N'. The c; s are completed into columns c1 of N which are necessarily independent 
vectors of the columns-vector space of N. Furthermore, the column Coo is independent 
from the c/s, otherwise the c/s would be dependent. Hence, the dimension of the 
columns-vector space of N is strictly greater than the dimension of the column's-vector 
space of N' and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 3. LetS be a 2-design, completion ofS' = An- 1(n, q) such thatrkpS = rkpS' + 1. 
Let a be a point ofS'. IfN (resp. N') is the incidence matrix ofS (resp. S') and ifN (resp. N') is 
the submatrix of the columns of N (resp. N') corresponding to the blocks of S (resp. S') 
through a, then rkpN = rkpil'. 
PROOF. This lemma is due to Hamada ([6, Lemma 2.1]; it is proved in [5]). 
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LEMMA 4. LetS be a 2-design, completion of S' =An-1(n, q). Then any two parallel 
blocks of An-1(n, q) are completed into blocks of S by the same set of points at infinity. 
PROOF. By Lemma 1, Sis symmetric and any two blocks intersect in Q(n- 1) points. 
Then, from the cardinality of the blocks of S and S', it follows that parallel blocks of S' 
must be completed by the same Q(n-1) points at infinity. 
Now, we are in order to prove Theorem 1. Let S = (fP, ilJ) be a completion of 
S' = (fP', ilJ'), with S' =An_1(n, q) and rkpS = rkpS' + 1. We shall show that Sis isomorphic 
to Pn- 1(n, q) by using an induction on n. 
First of all, we build, from S, a 2-design which is a completion of An_2 (n -1, q) and 
whose rank is equal to rkpAn-2Cn -1, q) + 1. 
CONSTRUCTION. Let S' = (fP', i!IJ') and S = (fP, ilJ) with fP = [1>' u fPoo. Consider all 
blocks B; of S through a point a E fP'. AsS is symmetric (Lemma 1), the B;s intersect a 
given block B of S, not through a, in subsets having the same cardinality. Furthermore, asS 
is a 2-design, the points ofB together with these subsets are a 1-design S. We show that Sis 
the 2-design we wanted to build. 
LEMMA 5. Sis a completion of An-2(n -1, q). 
PROOF. Consider the incidence structure S' induced by S on the set of points 
B' =B n fP', i.e. the set B' together with the non-empty intersections with B' of the blocks 
of S. From the definition of S, it follows that the blocks of S' are the non-empty 
intersections B' nBi, where B; is a block of S' through a. Hence, asS' =An-1Cn, q), S' is 
isomorphic to An_2(n -1, q). Furthermore, Sis obtained from S' by adding exactly one 
block: the common set of points at infinity of B' and of its parallel through a (see Lemma 
4). Hence, Sis a completion of S' =An-2(n -1, q). 
LEMMA 6. rkpS = rkpS' + 1 
PROOF. Let N be the incidence matrix of S: it is the submatrix of the rows of N (see 
definition in Lemma 3) corresponding to the point of the given block B. Consequently 
rkpN,;,;; rkpN. By Lemma 3, rkpN = rkpN'. Furthermore, since the set of blocks of 
S' = An-1(n, q) through a induces a structure of Pn-2(n -1, q) on the lines of S' through a, 
we have rkpN'=rkpPn_2(n-1,q). Hence, rkpN,;;;rkpPn_2(n-1,q). But it is known [4] 
that rkpPn-2(n-1,q)=rkpAn_2(n-1,q)+l. Thus, rkpN,;;;rkpN'+1, where N' is the 
matrix of S'. And so, by Lemma 2, we get the result. 
LEMMA 7. Sis a 2-design. 
PROOF. We have to prove that any two distinct points b1 and b2 of S are incident with 
the same number of blocks of S. 
(a) Suppose b1 and b2 are points of the subdesign S' defined in Lemma 5. Since 
S' =An-2Cn -1, q), the points b1 and b2 are incident with exactly Q(n-3 ) blocks of S'. 
Hence, they are also incident with Q(n-3 ) blocks of S. 
(b) Suppose b1 and b2 are points at infinity of S. Since Sis a 2-design whose parameters 
are given by (a) (Lemma 1), there exist exactly Q(n-2 ) blocks of S through b1 and b2 • Then, 
using Lemma 4, we see that these Q(n-2)blocks are obtained from ( Q(n-2)-1)/q = Q(n-3 ) 
families of parallel blocks of S'. And so, as each block of S corresponds to a block of S 
through a, i.e. to one block in each parallel class, we have proved that there are exactly 
Q(n-3 ) blocks of S through b1 and b2. 
(c) Suppose b1 is a point of S' and b2 a point at infinity of S. We first show that Lemma 3 
implies that there are at least Q(n-3 ) blocks of S through b1 and b2• Let N, N',N, N', Nand 
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N' be as in Lemmas 2, 3 and 6; rows at infinity of N, Nand N are rows corresponding to 
points at infinity of S. By Lemma 3, the rows at infinity of N are linear combinations of the 
rows of N'. Now, consider the submatrix Nb, (resp. N~,. resp. Nb,) of the columns of N 
(resp. N', resp. N) corresponding to blocks through b1 . The rows at infinity of Nb, are 
necessarily linear combinations of rows of N~,. In particular, since N is a submatrix of N, 
the rows at infinity of Nb, are linear combinations of rows of Nb,· But the rows of N~, are 
rows of the incidence matrix of Pn_3 (n- 2, q ), because the set of blocks of N' =An-t (n, q) 
through a and b1induces a structure of Pn_3(n- 2, q) on the planes of S' through a and b1. 
Hence the rows at infinity of Nb, are linear combinations of rows of the incidence matrix of 
Pn_3(n- 2, q ). A well known result in coding. theory (see e.g. [6, Lemma 4.2.]) tells that the 
weight of such linear combinations is at least o<n-3). Since the weight of a row of Nb, is the 
number of blocks of N through b1 and the point corresponding to this row, we have so 3proved that the number of blocks through bt and b2 is at least o<n- ). 
Now, we prove that this number is exactly o<n-3 ). Let us compute in two different ways 
the number of pairs (H, h), where His a block of S through b1 and h a point at infinity of H. 
If Ai is the number of blocks through b1 and a given point of hi of H, these computations 
give rise to the following equality: 
QCn-2)I Ai = o<n-3). o<n-2). 
i+l 
Consequently, as we saw that Ai ~ o<n-3l, this proves that Ai = Q<n-3l, for every i. 
Finally, we show that induction works. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 FOR n = 2. By Lemma 1, S is a 2-design with parameters 
k = q + 1 and v = q 2 +q + 1. It is well known that such a design is a projective plane. 
INDUCTION. Suppose the theorem is true for dimension n -1. Then, the design S 
constructed above is isomorphic to Pn_2(n -1, q ). We shall show that Sis also isomorphic 
to Pn_1(n, q). Suppose, byway of contradiction, that S~Pn- 1 (n, q). Then, by Theorem 2, S 
admits a line of two points a and b (a E {JJ', bE {JJoo). This means that there exists a set of 
blocks Bi through b whose intersection in {JJ' is exactly a. Then, constructing the design S 
corresponding to a and some block B through b, but not through a, we get in S a set of 
blocks Bi through b. Since S = Pn_2(n -1, q ), the Bis are all blocks containing some line of 
a set .2 of parallel lines of An_2 (n -1, q). Hence the Bis must contain the line through a, 
parallel to the lines of .2, a contradiction. 
REMARK. We conjecture that Lemma 3 is still valid if Sis a 1-design. If this is true, it is 
not very difficult to prove that Lemma 4 holds for 1-designs S such that rkvS = rkvS' +1. 
Then, the arguments used in Lemma 7 show that S is necessarily a 2-design, and so 
Theorem 1 should also be valid when S is a 1-design. 
3.4. PROOF OF THEOREM 5. Since Sis smooth, the lines of Shave equally many points. 
(see [2, 2.1.20]). Then it follows from [2, 2.1.19] and from the hypothesis of the theorem, 
that the lines of S have exactly q points. 
Consider a plane abc of S. By joining the point c to all points of the line ab, we get q lines 
2through c in abc. Hence, there are at least q - q +1 points in abc. Now, consider a block B 
of S through a not containing b. 
Let Li be a line of Sin B through a. Since Sis smooth, it follows from [2, 2.1.20] that two 
distinct lines Li and Li are contained in two distinct planes through a. But, there are exactly 
(k -1)/(q -1) = o<n-2)lines Li through a in B. Hence, there exist at least o<n-2)planes of 
S through ab. Consequently, a plane of S through ab has at most (v -q)/Q<n-2) = q2-q 
points not on ab, i.e. a plane of S through ab has at most q 2 points. Now, suppose there 
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exists a point e in the plane abc, which is not on the q lines joining c to a point of ab. Then 
the line ce must be in the plane abc and so it contains necessarily q -1 new points. We have 
so proved that abc has necessarily either q2 or l- q + 1 joints. Then, the points of abc 
together with the lines of S contained in abc are one of the following 2-designs: S1(2, q, q 2) 
or S1(2, q, l-q + 1). 
It is well known that such designs are affine or projective planes. Consequently the 
points of S together with the lines of S constitute a linear space whose planes are affine or 
projective. It is proved in [1] and [8] that, for q;;;.: 4, such linear spaces are necessarily affine 
or projective spaces. Since the parameters of S are given by (b), the linear space of S must 
be the affine space A(n, q). Furthermore, the blocks of S are linear subspaces of A(n, q) 
and they have the same cardinality as t-subspaces of A(n, q). Hence, the blocks of S are 
exactly the t-subspaces of A(n, q) and Sis isomorphic to A 1(n, q). 
3.5. PROOF OF THEOREM 4. The arguments used in 3.4 show that all planes of S are 
projective planes. Then, we prove, as in 3.4, that S is isomorphic to P1(n, q ). 
3.6. PROOF OF THEOREM 6. Since the lines of S have q points, there exist exactly 
(qn -1)/(q -1) = o<n-o lines of S through a given point a. Consider a block B not through 
a. The qn-1 points of B determine qn- 1 lines through a. Hence, there are exactly 
Q<n-1l -qn-1 = o<n-2 ) lines of S through a which do not intersect B. The union B' of these 
lines has cardinality qn- 1• We shall show that B' is a block of S. Suppose, by way of 
contradiction, B' is not a block of S. Then all blocks B; of S through a must intersect B, 
because if B; is a block through a not intersecting B, then the lines of B; through a do not 
meet B and soB; c B', i.e. B; =B'. By the assumption of the theorem, the B;s intersect B 
into subsets having the same cardinality f. Hence, the points of B together with the 
intersections B nB; is a 1-design SA(1, f, qn-1), with possibly repeated blocks and with 
A = o<n-2 l. Since we suppose all blocks B; intersect B, the number of blocks of this 
1-design is equal to the number of blocks of S through a, i.e. to o<n-o. Then, k must be 
equal to qn-1• o<n-2 )I o<n-1). This yields a contradiction, because the last expression is 
not an integer. 
We define a parallelism (in the sense of [2]) on S: BIIB' iff B' is the union of all lines of S 
through some point a E B' which do not intersect B. It is easy to show that this relation is an 
equivalent relation on the blocks of Sand that it satisfies the axiom (5) in [2, 2.2.5]. Then, 
as all lines of Shave exactly q points, it follows from [2, 2.2.12] that Sis isomorphic with 
An-1(n, q). 
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